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Abstract:

In this report, the flight tests of two airplanes with boundary-
layer control are reviewed. The results for take-off and flight test
measurements are reported. During flights, the suction ~oved to be
an effective means of obtaining high lifts.
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In his first
Professor Prmdtl

I. INTRODUCTION

report on boundary-layer theory in 1904 (reference 1),
~inted out that suction applied to the bounda~-

I.ayeris a means for preventing flow separat%n. He studied on a-
water channel among other problems, the flow about a circular cyltider,
figures 1 to ~. The effect of the suction can be very well recognized
in the figures.

In 1923, Professors Betz and Ackeret suggested making use of
suction for wings (D.R.P. Nr. 458428). Very high lifts are to be
attained by prevention of separation. Ever since that the, suction
has been a special field of research of the Aerodynamische
Versuchssmstalt Gottingen (AVA) (references 1 to 40).

From 1925 to 1939, the problems were developed under the direction
of O. Schrenk; after 1939, under the direction of B. Regenscheit.
Among the collaborators,A. Wdclmer must be mentioned in particular;
he directed design and construction of the first airplane with
suction slots (AF 1) and perfomed the firstiflights witl it.
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At first, suction was not used in industry since structu@.ly
s~pler means for attainment of high lifts (slat, flap, Fowler-flap,
etc.) were thought sufficient. Thus the AVA decided in 1932 to
undertake itself the testing of suction h flight _bydeveloping,
aesi~~, w constmcting an airplane with suc+ion SlOtS. V=ious
reports on this first airplane with suction (AF 1) have been
published (references 12, 13, 17, 19, 25).

l’akhg the experience w_iththe AF 1 and more recent work in the
wind tunnel as a basis, the AVA designed and constructed a second
airplane with suction (AF’2) tn 1933 ad 1940.

Both airplanes were the result of close collaboration of separate
work groups of the AVA. In the construction of the first airp~e
with suction, Ing. A. W8ckner d3rected desi~ a manufactwe;
Dr. Ing. O. Schrenk was responsible for the flow-technical side of
the problems. Stcength calculations and statics had been ~ken over
byDr. W. Fl&ge. AU three were tempor=ily advised by Dr. M. ~hler,
H. B. Helmbold, andllr. G. Messner. The work of modeling emd.
designing for the second airplane with suction (AF 2) was directed by
Ing. K. Grothey. Dipl.-~. W. I@ger solved the flow-technical
problems. Dr. P. Jord&n dealt with the problems of strength and
statics.

.
The purpose of the present report is to present, after.a short

description of the two airplanes, the experience made with them in
. tests and surveys. Furthermore, complete results of the flight

measurements are published for the first time. The problem of suction
is treated only as far as it is connected with flight tests.

SYMBOLS

For the symbols used, deviations from the last standard
DIN L 100 were permitted for the sake of maintaining the connection
with earlier reports.

b (m) wing span

t (m) wing chord

d (m) profile thickness

F (m2) Whg area

G (kg) flight weight

~ (c) angle of attack referred ta the axis of fuselage
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+ (0)

Y (0)

~(o)

Pa (0)

q (kg/m2)

v (m/t3ec)

vs (m/see)

Q (m3/see)

CQ = Q/!?v

G COS
c~ = Y

Fq

G sin 7
%= Fq

%

%
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angle of incidence referred.to the axis of fuselage

flight-path angle

landing-flap deflection

elevator deflection referred to the axis of fuselage

_ic pressure

flight velocity

rate of climb

in flight

quantity of suction air per second.

suction-quantity coefficient

lift coefficient

drag coefficient

pitching-moment coefficient referred to the center
of gravity

advance ratio of propeller

thrust coefficient

blade angle of propeller at 7@ radius

rpu of propeller

rpn of blower

II. THE FIRST AIRPIANEWITEBOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL (AF 1) OF TEE

AVA &T33?GEN

(a) General Considerations Concerning the Design

Vsa?iouEconstruction possibilities for suction exist; two of them
are represented in figure ‘j. In the first.case, suction is applied
to a very thick profile. The profile drag of such an unuEual.ly
thick wing may thus be reduced to the order of magnitude of a standard
wing. The suction must be applied continuously during the flight.
Simultaneously, a considerable lift increase for the thick profile “is
attained by the suction. Suction case 2 deals with a profile of

.

.

.

.
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standard thiclmess with flap. The suction is applied on the suction

u side at the ~unction between whg and flap. Thus the flow at the flap
is made to a&here. For the wing with flap and suction slots, suction
is, therefore, on the whole applied only in take-off and landing,
in order to attain mxtium lifts.

For designing a ftist atiplane with ’boundaryhyer control by
suction, the suction case 1 does not come into question since the airpl&ne
is under all circumstances reqtired to remain nmml.ly airworthy at
cessation of suction. Furthermore, the application of an excessively thick
profile causes very great structural difficulties; the considerable
variations of engle of attack between cruising smd mextium lift
conditions (around @o) can hardly be brought alout by merely chamging
the pitch of the airplane. The yrofile with flaps (suction case 2),
on the other hsnd, reaches its maximum llft for smaller angles of
attack, since the zero-lift direction is changed by the flap
deflection. For these reasons, the AF 1 has wings with flaps. The
following problems had to be clarified with the aid of that
machtie (25):

1. Possibility sad effectiveness of suction during flight

2* EE’feetof suction on the flight characteristics .

3. Effect of stopping of suction, particularly during slow flight

4. Comparison of flight-test and wind-tunnel data

(b) Description of Design

Figure 6 shows the three-view diagram of the first airplane with
boundaq layer control in its original design (1936). The machine is a
semihigh wing cantilever monopke of wood construction. The numerical
data are compiled ina table on page 37. The wing, figure 7, has a
trapezoidal plan fomn with a taper ratio of 0.57. The trailing edge can
be deflected dowmward over the entire span; the flaps are divided in
the middle. Since in this flap sm%mgement no room for the ailerons
was left on the wing, they were installed underneath the wing. End
plates were ~oined to the wing tips in order to remove the outgoing
vortices as far as possible from the suction slot and the ailerons.
Wind-tunnel measurements had.shown that with this arrangement the
suction quantity required for attainment of a certain lift may be
smaller than when the end plates are lacking (reference 17). Later
control measurements in the whi tunnel, however, showed only slight

. advantages due to the end plates.

Figure 8 represents the profile sections. The profile with.
flap was developed especially for the AF 1. The thiclmess decreases
from 20 percent in the proximity of the fuse~ge to 17.6 percent
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at the wing tip. The hinge of the flap lies in the surface of the
pressure side. One recognizes how the suction slot on the suction side
originates at deflection of the flap. The suction equipnent is
installed in the fuselage between the seats of pilot and observer,
figure 9. The blower is placed on a vertical axis between the two
main panels, the position of which is determined by front and rear
spar. It is driven by a 600 cm3 DKW motor mounted in the observer’s
cockpit. A bevel gear drive with a reduction ratio of 1.5:1 serves
for transmission. For the maximum blower rpm of 2100, the power
output is about 18 hp. The air sucked in through the flap slot
enters, according b the arrow marking, the space between front and
rear spar through the perforated rear spar; thence it flows tomrd
the fuselage center, then througl the blower and then on the bottom
of the fuselage out into the open. The apertures in the rear spar
are of different magnitude; they are dimensioned according to wind-
tunnel measurements so that the distribution of the quantity sucked
in along the span takes place as uniformly as possible.

Stice the airplane was to serve exclusively for testing of suction
during flight, a utilization of the energy of the sucked-off air, for
instance by blowing out at suitable ~ints of the Wng, was omitted..
Besides, more ener~ would have to be supplied to the air for that
purpose (reference 46). For the sake of simplicity in the construction of
the AF 1, no attempt was made to cancel or reduce the drag increase
connected with suction (reference 11) by expelling the jet of sucked air
rearward in the flight direction.

Figures 10 to 13 show photographs of the airplane;
and 13 demonstrate the forrmtion of the suction slot.

(c) Flight Chamcteristics

In evaluating the flight characteristics of the AF

figures 12

1, it must
be noted that that airplane is chiefly assigned to testi~ purposes.
Thus the incorporation of special features, as for instance in case
of an airplane destined for mass production, was uncalled for. Thus,
allowance was made consciously of certain deficiencies already
recognized in the design. There follows a compilation of the
estimations of the pilots who had the op~ortunity of fl--ingthe Al?1
in its origiml design (W8clmer, Ballerstedt, Sttiper)and after the
reconstruction (IYetshner, Seeger, Wieters, Stfiper).

In a description of the flight characteristics,a classification
according to the axes suggests itself.

Lateral axis.- The longitudinal stability of the AF 1 is
sufficient for all states of flight, with power off and on, with
and without flap deflection, With and without suction. It is true,
it becomes vanishingly small in a climb with full power, with full

.

.

.

.
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flap deflection without suction; yet controllabi~fty iS alw’aYs
maintained. For the rearward position of the center of gravity
of a%out 0.3 t (measured on the profile at a distance of 0.225 spn
from the syrometiyplane), the effectiveness of the elevator is good
ti sufficient. The location of the center of ~vi~ was not changed
during the tests. The contiol force is small. All flight conditions
may be flown without variation of the stabilizer tr- adjustment.

Extending the inner flaps results in tail heaviness which is
reduced hy additional extending of the outer flaps. With the setting
in of suction, the airpleme becomes slightly tail-heavy. !Ihenose-
heavy moments originating on the w- by flap deflection and suction
erd therefore almost compensated by tie tail-heavy moments of the
horizontal tail surfaces which stem, among other causes, from the
increase of the downwash angle.

Vertical axis.- Directional stability exists. The effectiveness
of the vertical tail surfaces in s~d flight iS good; however) for
lift coefficients exceeding 2 it deteriorates considerably and
becomes insufficient for mxhnzm lift. &cauEe”of the propeuer
slipstream, stiaight flight at full power requires some rudder deflection;
for ca = 4 tie rudder is ftiy deflected. For further decrease of
dynamic pressure{ ~he airplane canbe flown in straight flight only by
gliding flight ( %Angenlassen”).

Longitudinal axis.- The aileron arrangement proved hadequate.
In standard flight, the control forces were of almost unsurmountable
nagnitude. The effectiveness was exceedingly small. Re~rd shift5ng
of tie aileron hinge line from 17 percent to U. percent of the chord failed
to produce essential improvement. Probably the mutual influence of
wing and aileron reduces the aileron effectiveness; however, con~ol
with respect to the longitudinal axis was possibly due to the large
roll= moments with sideslip and with yawing velocity when the
rudder is deflected. b addition, the machine was very stable with
respect to the longitudinal axis due to the dihedral. In this manner,
even steep tur~ and eights could be performed exactly.

For stalling flight with flap deflection without and with suction,
the control forces of the aileron became qtite moderate (literally,
“well-mannered”),and compared to stedardatiplanes in the region
of high lifts the effectiveness was tolerable. As mentioned above,
the rudder effectiveness decreases the more, the slower the flight;
however, the coupling of the motions about longitudinal and vertical
axis was maintained so that, for stall- flight, rotations about
the vertical axis could be produced by aileron deflection.

Because of the defective aileron characteristics, the wing of the
AF 1 was remodeled as described below.
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Behavior in stalling.- Stalling of the airplane in straight
flight was produced by slow pulling of the elevator, thus was in am almost
unaccelerated condition. The aileron was kept in mean position, the

.

rudder deflected as far as required for straight flight.

For stalling with power off and with a flap position Oo, the
airplane oscillates about the longitudinal axis and then pitches down
slightly without considerable rotations. With increasing flap
deflection, the motions become noticeably mnoother; with suction, the
oscillation ceases. For,calm weather conditions with ~Z= 450 with

I suction, the elevator could be pulled through to maximum deflection
while the airplane performs small oscillations of constant amplitude
smd frequency about the lateral axis (nictitating oscillations). If,
however, aileron actuation was made necessary by slight gustiness, the
machine pitched down.

With the power on and a flap position Oo, the oscilktions about
the longitudinal axis were more energetic. In case of further pulling,
the airplane rolled off. With extended landing flaps, the oscillating
ceases. In stalling, the machine rolls over to the left and assumes
speed. With suction, the AF 1 rolls suddenly, with a very violent
jerk, without previous warning to the pilot by separation phenomena
or the like.

According to wind-tunnel investigations, it had been assumed that,
for separation of the flow on one side of the wing, the suction would
make the flow adhere again on this side, at the expense of the wing
side with unseparated flow. If the latter then separates, the
procedure perhaps might be repeated. Consequently an alternating
rolling to the one and to the other side would appear. The phenomenon
could not be observed on the Al 1. The machine always rolled to the
left, assumed speed and could easily be leveled. Even for ftied
control, it never showed spin tendency. For take-off or climb, these
rolling characteristicsare unimportant, In spite of the lack of’a
warning to the pilot, since the flight condition shortly before the
roJJ.ingis far remote from the condition of optimum angle of climb or
of maximum rate of climb. With the power on for !3~ = 450 with suction,
the airplane shows, shortly before rolling, sinking speeds of
about 1 meter per second.

For several tests, the angles of yaw of the’AF 1 were increased
before the stall. For ~1= 450 the machine could be made to roll
with the power’on or off and with or without suction.

Sudden stop of suction”.-This problem was investigated with
particular care. With power off or on, the airplane with fixed elevator
assumes, immediately after cessation of suction, larger pitch at first.
Then the pitch decreases; the speed of rotation about the lateral axis
after the stopping in
second. Winging over

the range-of high lifts amounts to about 30 per
or irregular rolling oscillations at stall nev,er

.

.
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occurred for sudden cessation of suction, not even when the ca-value
before stopping the suction was so lsrge as ta be unattainable in
flight without suction. The phenomenon gives the pilot the same
feeling as when the landing flaps on an airplane with flaps are
retiacted vary rapidly (for instance, He 70).

During the flight tests on the AF 1, in stalling flight the
suction was stopped unintentionally more than once. Alarming conditions
never resulted.

Influence of weather.- In turbulent atmospheric conditions, flying
of the machine was not simple, due to the unfavorable aileron chm?acter-
istics. Straight flight could then be performed only with great
difflcl.11~. In stalling flight, the influence of gusts is very large
because of low wing loading. For suction, no deterioration of the
b@avior campared to the condition without suction resulted due to
gustiness. Rain did not cause any particular difficulties.

(d) Reconstruction of the Airplane

The aileron arremgement was altered before the beginning of the
flight measurements. According to a suggestion by Gropler (Junkers
Flugzeugwerke Dessau) psrt of the outer landing flap was developed
as aileron. 4Figure 1 shows a profile section in the region of the
outer tiing flap; the new arrangement iS reco~zable. Furthermore,
the end plates were omitted; the wing obtained a curved tip strip,
figure 15. The rudder chord was ticreased.by 150 mu. Figure 16
shows the new complete plan-view of the airplane, figure 17, a
photo~yhic view.

The new alleron=angement proved good. Due to the yawing
moments causes by an aileron deflection, however, proper flying was
possible only by simultaneous use of the rudder.

For flap position 0°, an aileron deflection tames, in high speed
as well as in stalling flight, a pronounced rotation of the airplane
about the vertical axis against the curve direction due to the bank.
This rotation starts simultaneously with the favorable rolling motion
and produces very large angles of sideslip, thereby almost neutralizing
the bank. For fixed.rudder and aileron deflection, the airplane thus
continues its rectilinear flight with considerable angles of sideslip.
For incidence of the lsmldng flaps and ailerons, this behavior is
no longer so p~onounced. Here the airplane again rot.atesinitially,
for fixed rudder and aileron actuation, in the inverse direction

\ about the vertical exis; it reverses to the right dtiection of rotation,
however, after a certain rotation which increases with mounting ca and ,

. growing rudder deflection.
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The rolling effect of the aileron beccxnesalmost vanishingly small
for large ca values (~= 45°) without suction. Full aileron

deflections cause only very slight rotations in roll although the flow
at the aileron itself’is perfectly unse~ated. If suction is applied
in this condition, the rolling effect very much tiproves for equal
aileron deflection and dynsmic pressure. This phenomenon may be easily
explained. As was shown by investigations, the flow adheres, without

suction, to tie aileron; it is separated, however, at the part of the
flap in front of the aileron. The rolling moment caused by an
aileron deflection consists of two parts. One stems from the forces
atlxickingat the aileron itself, the other from the alteration of the
e.irforces on the entire wing caused by the aileron’deflection
(caniiervariation). In the case without suction mentioned above, the
aileron lies in the wake of the flow separated from the fkp.
Retioaction of the aileron deflection on the wing flow is thereby
largely prevented. There remain chiefly the forces on the aileron
itself; however, they are small due to the wake. Thus the total effect
is only very slight. With application of suction, the flow at the
flap is made to adhere; the aileron effect becomes good.

The rolling motion in the high-llft range with suction is
disturbed very considerably by rotation about the vertical axis.
Aileron deflection produces larger rotations about the vertical sxis
than banks. The rudder is completely inadequate for these yawing
motions in case of an aileron deflection. Even for slight gustiness,
the airplane in the range of Ca = 4 can be flown at full power

straight only with d~ficulty because every bank compensated by
aileron deflection Immediately causes a strong rotation about the
vertical axis.

(e) Flfght Performance Measurements

Tuft investi~tions.- Tuft investigationswere performed in order
to obtain as simply and clearly as possible a qualitative understanding
of the effect of suction. In figure 18, the tufts are visible on
the wings. The behavior of these tufts was recorded in flight by means
of the camera mounted on the fuselage. Without suction the flap
is separated from 13KZ= 10° onward, whereas with fti suction

(~ = 21OO rpnj the flow still adheres even for a flap angle of ~“.

Suction can accomplish even more. In the film, one could observe
how, for ~= 45°, the completely separated flow is made to adhere

by turning on of the suction.

If, in the n%nge of mRximum lift, the rpm of the suction blower
is slowly reduced.,separation of the flow at the landing flaps starts
between 1900 and 1800 rpm. It could be observed that the separation
phenomenon by no means occurs sudderdy as for instance the sudden
change of a neutralJy stable condition. Rather, separation is a.

*

.

.
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continuous phenomenon, the intermediate states of which
maintatied any length of time. To what extent the flow
de~ends chiefly on the suction quantity coefficient.

l-l

may be
still adheres

Take-off measurements.- The well-lmown photogyaphlc method
(reference 12) was applied for the take-off measurements with the Al 1
in its original design. After the reconstruction, the airplane was
furnished with a device for”measuring the speed with the aid of a “log;”
figure 19 shows the installation of the “log” far ahead of the wing. The
measuring method by “log” proved excellent, particularly for exact
detendnation of the low speeds for take-off and high lift. Thus
this method was widely used in the measurement of the two suction
airplanes. lh order to avoid wind influence, all take-offs were performed
only in perfectly still air. Figure 20 shows the magnitude of the
rolling distance on the ground as a function of the flap deflection,
whereas figure 21 tidicates the value of the lift coefficient at
the Instant of the lifting off the ground. Figure 22 represents the
variation of the coefficient c “ the rpm of the blower was for all
take-offs with suction about 21%>. One has fixed the moment when the
wheels of the landing gear leave the ground as the moment of lifting
of the airplane. It has to be considered that, due ta the very long
spring range of the landing gear, the wheels, before the lifting, run
on the ground due @ their own weight while the machine is already
flying. Consideration of this influence would somewhat reduce the
rolling distance, figure 20, and slightly tiCreasO lift and qu-tfty
coefficient, (figures 21 and 22), (reference 19).

The take-off distance, that 1s, the distance between standstill
and attainment of a flight altitude of 20 meters, is, h general, of
greater imprtance for ~udging the take-off performances of an
airplane tlmn the rolling distance. For the AJ?1 there results, with-
out suction, the influence of the landing-flap deflection (figme 23),
known from atiplanes with flaps. Only a small deflection (BKZ = 9°)

is advantageous, md even then the gab in take-off distsmce is
exceedingly amalJ. For fti suction, a slight reduction of the take-
off distance up to the maxtium landing-flap deflection may be observed.
The difference compared to take-offs without suction is insignificemt.
Without suction, the shortest take-off distance is 450 meters; with
suction, 397 meters; thus the shortening amounts to 55 meters
(12 percent). An equal gain may be obtainedby a headwind of ody
about 2 meters per second. H, for the take-offs without suction, the
suction power of 18 hp would be additionally supplied ta the propeller
(which perhaps ought to be done for a correct comparison), the
application of suction.brings hardly my advantage for the take-off
distance of the AF 1.

However, suction at take-off remains valuable for airplfies
where a short rolling distance cm parti~ularly small lifting-off
speed are of importance, for instance, hydroplsmes. Here, the gain by
suction is very considerable; the lift coefficient for lifting-off of
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the AF 1 is almost doubled.,and the rolling distance reduced by one-
half.

A further advantage of the application of suction was found in the
small values of pitch for which high lift values are attained. This
will be discussed in more detail below in the comparison of the two
suction planes.

The take-off characteristics of the AF 1 were agreeable. Not
the slightest tendency towards veering off was present. Immediately
after applying full power, one could get the tail up. The tmmsition
into the climb after leaving the ground occured without large rotations
about the lateral sxis.

The explanation for the relatively small take-off ratings of the
W 1 (large take-off distance and low climbing speed) lies in the
high power loading. The msximum yower of the a~raft engtie
of 215 hp for 2400 rpm could not be applied, since a critical range
of 2150 to 2300 rpm was in too close proximity. Thus the propeller
was adjusted so that for full power a maximum rpm of 21OO was attained
at about v = 70 km/h. The power output is only 150 hp. For higher
speeds, a short-ttie increase of the motor rpn up to n . 2400 r~
with corresponding power increase was admitted, particularly for the
investigation for full power.

Measurements with suction (~ = 2100 rpm) and without suction.-

The measurements described in this section were made by my friend,
Walter Pretschner, in Dessau after the reconstruction of the AF 1
during the years 1938and 1939. He lectured about a part of his work
at a meeting of the Lilienthal-Gesellschaft in Dessau on December 13,
1938; he never published itl. I presume to enter into his ideas in
representing here the results of his measurements.

The flight-performance measurements in this report are
represented uniformly in the following manner. The values, measured
in flight of rate of climb, pitch, elevator deflection, and suction
quantity are represented as functions of the flight dynamic pressure.
The curve, determined in every case by the position of the test points,
served as basis for the calculation of the further values of ~th
inclination, angle of attack, lift and drag coefficient. In this
mnner, I have evaluated anew Pretschner’s measuring data which were
left to me.

R%rt of the measurements were made in an intermediate state of
construction of the AF 1 in order to determine the influence of the
wing end plates; the AF 1 then had already the new aileron arrangement
but still pxsessed the end pla$es, figures 18 and 19. The comparison

lFlight captain Dipl-Ing. Walter Pretschner, Chief pilot of the
Junkers-FlugzeugwerkeDessau, died a flyer’s death h a high-altitude
flight on January 24, 1940.

.

.
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4

with measurements
difference within4

without end plates,
measuring accuracy.

13

figure 17, did not show ~

EYetschner drew my attention to the fact that he had to perform.
for reasons of ttie tits, yart of his test flights under ve;y “
unsuitable weather conditions. For the sake of better controllability,
he deflected for the large ~-flap deflection (~ . 450), the
inner flaps by 45°, the outer flaps by 40°. This arrangement was maintained
inmy flights described in the next section, in order to keep the
continuity. .l?retschner’smeasured.results were very well reproducible
in repetition except for the sinking speed with power off without
suction. Here, the four measuring values between q = 35@3/m2
to-54 kg/m2 given ly I?retschnerseem to be falsified by upwash.
The course of the curve I measured is plotted ti figure 24; compare
figure 34 also, ~ . 0.

The measuring flights were m9de at altitudes of 400 to ~0 meters.
During the measurements, the suction motor was operating at fti
power; the blower had an rpm ~ = 2100 which for msxhmm ltits
increased to about ~ = 2200. The suction quantity for the high-lift

range was about 7.5 m3/s. Figure 24 shows test values for rate of,climb,
figure 25 and 26 those for the pitch, with power off and on as a
function of the dynamic pressure in flight. The small rate of climb
results, as mentioned before, as a consequence of the high power
loading. The’relatively large increase of the rate of climb for full
power and Bn = 45° by turning on of the suction Is caused by the
drag reduction. The latter results due to the disappearance of tie
wake for nonseparated flap flow. The pitch for med.mum lift with
suction is of almest the same magnitude as for the considerably smaller
maximw lifts without suction and without flap deflection.

The plotting of the lift against the angle of attack, figure 27,
shows the large increase of lift by suction. The lift at full power
also includes the influence of the propeller. It is essentially a
question of the slipstream hfluence, the increase of the dynamic
pressure at the center part of the wing. For the mall mgles of
attack, the share of the propeller thrust responsible for the lift is
only very slight. On the other hand, the propeller causes a lift
decrease for the measurements with power off, since the flow at the
center part of the wing is somewhat disturbed. Figure 28 gives the
polars of the airplane for the various operating conditions. The
coefficient Cw contains the propeller thrust.

In all test flights, the deflection of the elevator was measured,
figures 29 and 30. The angles me referred to the fuselage axis.
The horizontal stabilizer was fixed at 0° position. A stabilizer
adjustment to 6° corresponded to an elevator deflection of @, thus one

%tab
@d ~~ = 0.75. The aft position of the center of gravity

was 0.3 t, measured on the profile at a distance of 0.225 b from the
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symmetry plane. The variation of the elevator deflection leads to the
assumption that with the power off with suction and a ~osition of the
center of gravity further forward, the effectiveness of the
elevator is not sufficient for oltainimg a three-point landing.

M H~
From the value y which can be taken from figure 31, certain

a
conclusions may be drawn as to the static longitudinal stability:

d% dc~

‘erem q
is a measure for the static stability and —dp ~

a measure for the elevator efficiency. If one weats to estimate the

‘pH~ onea~sme~ ‘cmlongitudinal.stability from ~ — to be constant.
a dp ~~

For pm = 45° and full ymer without suction, the longitudtil
stability becomes, with increasing“lift,vanishingly small; this
statement has been made before, together with the estimation of the
flight characteristics. With suction, however, longitudinal stability
exists for the entire range. It may even be assumed that the elevator
effectiveness is smaller for flight with suction. By the adhering
flow, the propeller slipstream is deflected downward “andno longer
impinges on the elevator.

Influence of the suction wantitw.- In order to include the
influence of the suction quantity on the flight perfommnces and
characteristics of the AI-l, the-rpm of the suction blower was reduced
by steps from ~ = 2100 to ~ = 1700 in a series of test flights

with ~t = 4’5° and power off. Great difficulties had h be
surmounted in determining the suction quantity in each case. The
measurement of the suction qyantity at standsti~ had shown the velocity
distribution of the outflowing air to be considerably nonunifom and,
moreover, variable with time. Finally, one succeeded, by measuring
the flow velocity of the air in the wing near the fuselage, in
obtatiing sufficiently exact values of the suction quantity in flight
also, figure 32. The measuring values varied by about ~ percent;
for the sake of greater clearness, the test points have, therefore,
not been plotted. The quantity depends not only on the blower rpm
but also on the flight velocity. The sudden drop in capacity is a
consequence of the partial flow separation at the blades of the blower
wheel.

All measuring flight~ were performed at about 1000 meters
altitude (p = 0.lJ_3kg-eec/m4). The aircraft engine was throttled to

,

.
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power off. Figure 33 shows its rp for the different dynamic pressures.
In general, the rpm corresponding to a certain dynamic pressure is
satisfactorily constant. For comparison, the curve for the oper&ting
condition where the propeller neither brskes nor pulls (zero thrwt)
has been plotted.

.

Figure 34 gives the measurements of the rate of climb, figure 35
those of the pitch. The large difference of O between ~ = 1700
rpmand~ = O, although the flow at the I@@ f-p ~d beenf~~
separated for ~ = 1700 rpm, is surprising. This difference becomes
particdarly clear if the lift coefficients are plotted against the
angle of attack, figure 36. With decreasing suction qwntity, the lift
also is reduced for the same angle of attack. The q=ntity for
~ = 1700 rpm is still sufficient to cause a considerable lift increase.
The sudden drop h suction quantity (figure 32) which should be
represented in these curves as corresponding lift decrease does not
become manifest because the determination of the angle’of attack is
not sufficiently exact. The sMd.ng speed enters into the numerical
determhation of the angle of attack which is, of course, for flight
measurements always subjected to certain variations. Figure 37 shows
the lift coefficient as a function of the quantity coefficient. The
geater slope of the curves is causedby
wing flow.

The elevator deflection of the AF 1
are represented in figure 38. Here also
suction can already be recognized for
condition without auction. 3As figure 3

ttiemore-and more adhering 1

for varying suction quantity
the great influence of the
= 1700 rpn, compared to the
shows, the longitudinal

stability remains almost unchanged for varying-suction quantity.

Sl,mmary.- The experiences and lmowledge obtained through tests
on the AF 1 have shown unequivocally that suction Is an exceedingly
effective means for obtaining high lifts, also in its practical
application in flight. By the use of suction, lift coefficients could
be reached in flight which had so far not even approximately been
attatied with a rigid-wing atiplane. It is by no means overlooked
that many more problems still remain to be solved in connection with
application of suction in flight. In order to further work and
research in this direction, too, the AVA decided to develop a second
airplane using suction.

III. THE S1330NDAIRl?LANXWI’IIIBOUNDARY___ CONTROL (AT 2)

OF THEAVA G6TT~G~

(a) Description of the Design

The following desired features and requirements formed the

basis for the design of the AF 2:

.
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1. Reduction of the profile thickness to 0.18 t

2. Application and.testing of two-slot suction

3* Providing for the possibility of exchanging the wing for
another of stilJ_smaller profile thiclmess

4. Propulsion of the suction blower from the aircraft engine

The suction-flap profiles are very se~itive in thefi effect with
respect to a reduction of the profile thiclmess (references 18 and 25).
At the time of the designing, little was known about ’the influence
of the profile thickness on the effectiveness of the whgs with suction
flaps. Thus, a profile only a little thinner than thelil?1, namely,
the profile 6218, was selected at that time. The detailed
investigations of B. Regenscheit had, however, demonsIxated the
advantages of a two-slot suction, especially its importance for the
nonseparated qu&ntity (reference 18). The group of the AVA for
boundary-layer itiluencing suggested, therefore, construction of a
wing with a flap with two-slot suction. Figure @ shows two profile
sections of the Al?2. The formation of the double slot for deflection
of the landing flap may be well seen in the drawing. By means of a
system of moving parts, a kidney-shaped intermediate part between
wirigand flap is moved in such a mnner when the flap is extended
that, on the suction side at the begfnning of the break, a narrow
suction slot and, further down in the curvature, a wide one originate.

The arremgement of the ailerons as parts of the landing flap
(GropleT aileron) was maintained. The wing had approx~tely
elliptic contour, figure 41. Since twist was lacking, the relatively
strong taper of the wing led one to expect the airplane to have a
tendency toward rolling at stall. However, the elliptic form we,s
maintained because one wanted to draw conclusions from the flight
tests to the profile characteristics. For that reason the Ca
distribution was to be as constant as possible. Furthermore, one
wanted to study the influence of suction, especially of the distribution
of the suction quantity over the spin, on the rolling behavior.

Realization of the third requirement led to designing the
airplane as a strut-braced high-wing monoplane. Thus the static
difficulties were best eliminated for later use of thinuer wing
sections. In order to simplify design and construction, fuselage and
vertical and horizontal tiil surfaces were taken over without change
from the Fieseler-Storch (Fi 156), figure k2. In the table on page 37
the numerical data are compiled.

The single-stage blower installed in the fuselage is driven by
the aircraft engine over a series of shafts, figure 43. The aircraft
engine of the type Argus As 10 H has at the rear end a connection
permitting up to 75 hp to be used out of the total power of 270 hp.

.

.
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Directly in front of the blower Ides a two-speed gear. At first
the rotor obtains its standard rpu, ~ = 3000 for a motor rpm of

17

speed,

n = 2100; this corresponds to the operating condition at full.power,
as it exists for take-off smd cltmh. At second speed, ~ = 3000 rpm
is reached for a motor rpm of n = 10X; this is the oyerating condition
for motor almost idlhg in gliding and landing. The sucked-off air
comes out into the open at the rear part of the fuselage through
lateral apertures. Figures 44 and 47 show photographs of the airplane.

(b) Flight Experiences

Lateral axis.- The AF 2 possessed good longitudinal stability for
all operating conditions, with power off and on, with and without
suction, with eml without landing-flap deflection. The elevator
effectiveness was very good, the control forces were normal. All flights
were mde using a single seat with a rear ~sltion of the center of
gravity of 0.35 t, measwed on the profile at the distance 0.225 b
from the symmetry plane. The horizontal stabilizer was for all test
flights rigidly ftxed at OO. Considerable reserves in control
surface deflection always existed in the up direction. Thus a tbree-
point landing could be assumed as possible also for a position of the
center of gravity further forward. When the landing flaps were
extended, the uchine became tail-heavy. The setting-in of suction
slight~ increased the tail-heaviness. Thus here, too, a sma~
over-compensation of the nose-heavy wing moments by tail-heavy moments
of the horizontal tail surfaces existed.

Vertical axis.- The rudder effect was good for all dynamic
pressures. For flight in meximuun-liftrange, straight flight was
also always possible.

Longitudinal SXiS.- The effectiveness of the ailerons in standard
flight was sufficient; however, for increasing flap deflection and

.

decreasing dynamic pressure, it was reduced more and more until it
occasionally almost disappea~ed for the high lifts. Tuft photographs
showed that the flow at the aileron was unseparated but was separated
at the part of the flap extending in front of it. In contrast, the
aileron effect was satisfactory for the high lifts where the suction
kept the flap from separating.

Behavior of the AF’2 in stalling.- For stalling with flap
~sition Oo, the AF 2 showed perfectly norml behavior. With power off,
no rolling occurred, whereas at fti power, the machine rolled quite
harmlessly just as was foumd from other airplanes. With the flaps

. deflected, the rolling behavior at stall became more pronounced and
occurred for the large landlng-fl.apdeflection even with power off.
As the scheme of the flap control in figure 48 shows, inner and outer
landing flaps were extended simultaneously by a single hand crank. The
ratio of the deflection of the inner and outer flaps might have been varied by
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changing the lever Kb in the represented manner. For the originally
used arrangement I, the outer flap with the aileron moved almost
linearly from 0° to 33° when the inner flay was extended from Oo to 480.
Due to the relatively high incidence of the outer part of the wing,
the airplane rolled at stall because there the sepuation started.

In the smwgement II, the outer flaps attained only 200 in case
of full deflection of the inner flaps. The rolling behavior at stall
had become noticeably less pronounced and less hermful; altogether,
rolllng at sta~ occurred only from ~z $333° onward; however, this

arrangement of the flap deflections is disadvantageous for the
suction. Since maximum extension of the outer flaps was 20°, the two
suction slots (cf. fig. 40) were very narrow. Thus it would have been
difficult to suck off an air q=tity corresponding to the inner w- in
these locations.

For this reason, arrangement 111 was applied. Therein, the
connection between the deflections of the two flaps was no longer
linear. At the beginning of the extension, the outer flap lagged behind
the inner; toward the end its deflection increased more rapidly.
For %Z(inside) = 480, on tie outside, 33° were attained. T%US the
full suction cross section was at disposal. It was provided that flap
emgles exceeding 35° were used only with suction.

The suction first made the rolling become more pronounced. A
measurement of the pressure distribution in the wing along the span
showed that the quantity of suction air decreased very strongly from
fuselage toward wing tip. This fact immediately explains the increase
in tendency toward ro~ing for continuous suction. By suitably selected
reduction of the apertures in the rear span, the distribution of the
suction power along the span was vsrled. This tiresome work was
performed gratifyingly by W. I@!ger of the Boundary-Laryer Research
Group of the Wind Tunnel Institute. In the laboratory he connected
a wing to a blower, sucked the air off, and measured the distribution
of the suction quantity along the span. Figure 49 represents the
result of his labors. The quantity distribution, originally decreasing
very strongly, is changed by the additional throttling so that the
suction in the tapered wing part is slightly greater than on the
inside.

For power on, with suction, the rolling could not be eliminated.
Tuft investigations showed that suction with

2
= 3000 rpn,

for PKZ = 350 and ~ = 480, was not suf’ficien to make the flow on
the flap adhere. Thus, in this case also, no essential improvement of
rolling behavior could be expected from the suction. In contrast to
the Al?1, the rolllng of the AF 2 occurred in immediate proxhmlty of the
condition for optimum climbing angle and close to mximum climbing
speed. This bad flight property considerably reduced, for full power,
the attainment of optimum flight performances (high lift), in addition
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to the limit established by the insufficient suction quantity.

.
For Tower off and suction with ~ = 4200 rpm and ~ = 480,

alternating rolling to one and to the other side occurred, as expected
according to wind-tunnel investigations. For slow stall, tie airplane
first rolled by about 10o to 15° toward the right, then ~erkily to the
lef+.up to about 70° bank; then followed a very rapid veering to the
right up to about 16oo bank. Thus the airplane was almost in upside-
down position and was restored to normal positionby a half loop
downwaxd. Films of tufts showed that the flow first separated near
the fuselage, starting at tie rear part of the right wing. Then it
was here made to adhere again by the suction while the flow on the left
wing separated. Then the suction restored here, too, relatively sound
flow conditions while simultaneously the entire right wing was disturbed.
It must be noted that the separation never startedat the wing tip .
as is usually characteristic for the rol.lhg at staid.of an
airphne. The alternating separation and subsequent rolling motion
is to be regarded as a result of suction.

Sudden stop of suction.- The AF 2 also showed perfectly harmless
behavior in case of sudden stop of suction. The airplane assumed a
smaller pitch and resumed Its speed,corresponding to the new condition.
The transition f?xm one condition to the other took place very gently

.
and without any rotation about vertical or longitudinal axis.

.
(c] Flight Performance Measurements

Tuft investfiation.- Part of the “voluminoustuft investigations — ‘-+-
on the AF 2 has afieady been described. The most Important experience
was the fact that the suction quantity for

?
= 3000 rpm was not

sufficient to make the flow adhere in case o P
F

48°.
The determination of the suction quantity at s~d;t?~~ ~ ~480

and%= 3000 rpn showed that instead of the hoped-for 9 to 10m3/s
only about 7 m3/s were sucked off. The very uneven velocity
distribution of the flow toward the blower, the narrowness of the
suction slots caused by the two-slot suction, the deflection of the
air flow, and the &rags at the inside part of the wing and at the exit
apertures made estbation and incorporation for the design very
difficult~and inaccurate. For full power, an augmentation of the
quantity by increase of the blower rpm was possible only by an alteration
of the gear ratio between aircraft engine and blower. For the the
being, this incisive change was not made, especially since the
measurements showed that smaller suction quantities also cause
considerable effects. In case of power off, the blower rpm could be
readily increased up to the power limit of the coupling. Rpm of
~ = 4200 was reached. With this suction power, the flow onwlng and
flaps was made to adhere for ~ = 350. For ~ = 480, however, the
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.
flow at the flaps adheres only up to about 80 percent. Thus a further
Inorease in suction qumti~ would lead to a further flow improvement
in this prt. .

The take-off conditions for the Al’2 were somewhat more favorable.
Here the flow at the flaps adhered for ~=3000r~and~ =480,
too, until the Instant of lifting off the ground. A smaller suction
quanti~ is suffIclent to keep an ~eparated flow from separating than
is required.to make a separated flow adhere once more (reference 18).
Furthermore, one has, for the rolling during take-off, very high c

3values whereas the suction coefficients in flight before the decrea e
in speed are small, due to suction effect.

Tdse-off measurements.- For the take-off measurements with the
AF 2, the propeller was ad~usted,so that the maximum rpn of the
aircraft engine n . 2100 was reached at the instant of liftlng off the
ground with fti power. With suction, the blower then had ~ = 3000 rpm.
Eighty-eight take-offs at a wing loading of 55 kg/m2 were measured.
The mean values of the measurements sre given below. The rolling
distance, figure 50, was considerably shortened by the suction. It
had to be noted that the suction power of about 45 hp Is furnished
by the engine, The lift coefficient at the inslaat of ltiting off
the ground also increased strongly, figure 51.

For flap deflections exceeding 40°, sudden ro~i.ng occurred
several times after the lifthg off the ground. The occasiona~y
very critical ~sitions could be controlled without damage to the
airplane; however, further confirmation of the location of the “test
points by frequent repet~tion was omitted. For this reason the cowse
of the curves In this region is given as a dashed line. Figure 52
represents the quanti@ coefficient at the instamt of lifting off the
ground.

, The plotting of the take-off distice (from standsti~ to 20 m
altitude) in figure 53 shows that for the AF 2 also not much was
gained by application of suction. It is true, one has to co~ider
that for the,landing-flap deflections exceeding about 30° the flow
at the flaps separates shortly &ter the lifting-off.

Fli@t measurements without suction.- The measurements were
performed for the operating conditions, full power and glide. For
the gliding investigations, the blades of the propeller always were
adjust~d.so that the thrust disappeared. Figure 54 represents the
advance ratio of’the propeller for zero thrust. The rpn of the
aircraft engine was n = 10X; this corresponds for suction blower
turned onat high speed to a blower rpm ~ = 3000. With the aid of
figure 54, one may determine for each flight speed the propeller blade
angle for which zero thrust was attained. By means of the pitch-
settlng mechanism it was adjusted for every test point. For the
measurements at
n was 2100 rpm.

full power, the propeller always was adjusted so that
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lh order b include the influence of the flap deflection, the
measurements were ~erformed for the deflection angles Oo, 20~, 350,.
and 480. The given degrees always refer to the angle of the inner
landing flap. The corresponding emgle of the outer flap with aileron
can be taken from figure 48. All flights took place at about 1000
meters altitude so that p was 0.113 kg s2/m4. Measmements were
~de in yerfectly still air o*. Nevertheless, dispersions (fig. 55)
had to be accepted in detezmdning the rate of climb. Extending of the
lsmding flap causeda decre~se in rate of climb due to the drag
increase. Between ~ = 35 -480, this difference was particularly

lsxge. Figures 56 and 57 show the yitch of the AF 2 without suction
for zero thrust and full power. By flay deflection, the zero-lift
direction of the wing was altered and the pitch for unchanged values
of dynsmic pressure was reduced. The pitch could be determined very
exactly, as can be seen frcm the small dispersion of the test points.
A solid circle in the drawings slgd.fies that the value was measured
repeatedly.

The plotting of the lift coefficient against the angle of attack,
figure 58, shows the known lift increase by the propeller. The
msximm value of the lift at zero thrust corresponds approximately to
the values known from airplanes with flaps, whereas the value for fti
power is smaller than values lmown from atiplanes with fti power and
flaps. The wing would probally here also produce a higher value if
the linit were not already reached due to the rolling at stall.

In this partic~ measurement, the connection between stabilizer
and elevatpr deflection was determined, figure 59. Hence

‘$ stab
resulted ~~ = 0.75. The same ratio was found

for ~ . 480 with and without suction. For all other test flights

the horizontal stabilizer was always fixed at OO. Figure 60 gives
the values of the elevator deflection of the AF 2 for zero thrust,
figure 61 for fti power. fiten~ of the landing fkps produced
tail-heaviness which was compensated by adequate pushing of the
elevator. The vmiation of the elevator deflection corresponds
approximately to the variation of the landing-fla~ angle.

From figure 62 which shows the llft coefficient as a function
of the elevator deflection, one cm see that, for zero thrust, static
longitudinal stability existed to a rather large extent; it was hmdly
dependent on the landlng-flap angle; however, for fti power, the
longitudinal stability decreased with increasing flap deflection.

The deflection of the curve for fti power, ~z = 48° and high ca

values stems probably from a loss in elevator efficiency caused by
the small dynamic pressures, the large downwash singles,and the wide
wake region. Perhaps shiftings of the center of pressure on the wing
were responsible for it.
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Flight measurements with suction
‘%

= 3000 rpn.-For all ~

measurements described in this section. the suction blower had an
rpm ~ = 3000. The tuft investigatio~ had shown that the flow

the landing flaps which had separated without suction for a fla~
deflection of 20° adhered due to setting-in of suction. This is
the case for %2 = 35° and 4@; however, yet another difference

the tuft behavior canhe observed for these two flay angles;
for P=l . 480, the flow was much more disturbed than for %Z =

at

not
in

35° ●

This difference is noticeable also in the rate of climb, ,figure63.
The drop in rate of climb for the transition from ~Z = 35°

to ~ = 4~ is larger than might be expected from the jump between

~~ = 20°- %1 = 350. Figures 64 and 65 represent the pitch of

the AF 2 for zero thrust md full power. The lift, figure 66, shows
for suction, too, the well-known increase due to propeller influence.
With the small quantity coefficient present taken into consideration,
the maximum lift for the large landing-flap deflections fuJJy agrees
with expectations. Higher c

R
values were readily attainable by increase

of the suction quantity as s own below. The perfommmces at full
power were somewhat less favorable due to the rolling behavior.

The suction quantity for the AF 2 was determined by measurements
of the air speed at four places in the .ductingto the blower. This
method proved very exact. The reproducibility of the test values
was surprising~ high as cam be seen from the small dispersion of the
test points, figures 67 and 68. For zero thrust as well as full
power, the suction quantity was, for the same dynamic pressure in
flight, somewhat larger for ~Z = 35° than for

?
= 480. In figure 69,

the curves for constant suction quantities are p ~tted. It iS
noteworthy that, for zero thrust and full power, the suction quantity
of the AI’2 was almost independent of the dynamic pressure. One may
draw the conclusion that thp flow.drags within the airplane were so
large that the pressure variations at the suction slot caused by the
different flight velocities had no longer any noticeable influence
on the suction quantity. The q~tity sucked off per second was
for %Z = 20° about 5.5 m3 and for ~ = 35° and 480 about 6.5m3; for

zero thrust, it was somewhat larger than for full power.

The magnitude of the elevator deflections of the AF 2 with suction
is shown in figure 70 for zero thrust, in figure 71 for full pawer.
The variation of the lift coefficient plotted against the elevator
angle, figure 72, shows that the magnitude of longitudinal stability
was hardly altered by the deflection of the landing flaps. For suction
too, the longitudinal stability was smaller for flight at full power
than for zero thrust.

.
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Comparison of the power requirements in flight without smd with
suction ~ = 3000 rpm.- W figures 73, 74, and 75, the curves of

rate of climb and pitch are drawn for coml?mison; tie test Po~ts me
not marked. In evaluating the rate of climb for fu21 power, it has to
be noted that the suetion power of almut 45 hp was taken from the
aircraft engtie and thus only 225 hp instead of 270 hp was at
dis~osal at the propeller. = spite of this sma12.motor power,
the mxtmum value of the climling speed for ~ = 20° was almost
exactly as high with suction as without. With a landing-flap
deflection of 35° for which, in contrast to ~1 = 20°, the flow at the

flaps was no longer completely unseparated-,the rate of climb with
suction decreased slightly. For ~ = 4@, the difference was still

larger. For thg operating condition of zero thrust, the difference
between the rate of climb values with and.without suction,
for pm =20°and 350, could scarcely be measured.. For ~Z = 48°,

with zero thrust, the values with suction were somewhat more favorable.

The pitch decreased with setthg-ti of suction. Especially for
flight at fuU power the decrease In pitch for high lift is rather
important. For large airplanes, for instamce, flying loats, and
application of tricycle wing ge=, considerable pitch variations
at tske-off are utterly undesirable. The”AF 2 had, for instance,
with full landing-fla deflection ad full power, for a dy6amic
pressure $q= 20 kg/m without suction a pitch of ~ = 16°, with suctim,
on the other hand of only 8 = 5°. This value t = 5° is also reached
for the nmximum lift at zero thrust, figure 74. If the suction quantity
had been increased until the flow at the flaps adhered, the conditions
would have become still more favorable.

‘Figures 76 and 77, which represent the lift against the angle
of attack, show clearly the enormous lift incrase due to suction;
moreover, the amount of lift increase was only an intermediate stage
which might have been considerably ~proved by increa~ of the quantity

and elimination of rold.lngstall. The vaiation of ~ -s ~t

noticeably altered either by landing-flap deflection or suction. The
increase ‘inlift
contrast to lift

consists chiefly

was made by change in the zero-thrust direction, in
increase, for instance, by the propeller which

in an Increase of ~, (cf. figures X snd 66).
da

For zero thrust, the longitudinal stabili~ was abost unchsmged
by setting-in of the suction, figure 78. For fti power, a sl@t.
increase in static longitudinal stability by suction in case of large
landing-flap deflections is noticeable for the AF 2 (fig. 79) as before

. for the AF 1. (This slight improvement was the more significant

.

.
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because the amount of longitudinal stabili~ in this range was very
small, anyway.)

Influence of the suction quantity.- Before beginning the measure-
ments with variation of suction quantity, am attemyt was made to
increase the output of the blower. The variation in blade setting at
the blower wheel brought only a slight gain because, for larger
blade-setting angle, the moment increases; however, this was admissible
only to a small extent because of the limitation by the coupling. The
increase in blower rpm was of considerably greater effect. As
mentioned before, this increase could be performed without changes in
construction only for zero thrust. In figure 80, the suction quantity
is plotted as a function of the blower rpm. The increase of output
at standstill for ~ = 350 and 4& is almost proportional to the rpm

increase. Since coupling, series of shafts, gear, and blower are
heavily loaded by the increased power supply, the test series
to ~ = 4200 rpn were com@eted in flight only for the maxtium
landing-flap deflection. For ~ = 20° and 350, the variation in

suction quantity was made in the range ~ = 2000 rpn to ~ = 3000 rpm.

A dependence of the suction quantity on the flight speed for
the AF 2 could not be observed then, either, although the measuring
accuracy was very high as shown by the mMIl dispersion of the test
points in ffgures 91 and 82. The suction quantity in flight is drawn
in figure 80. At first, it is scmmwhat surprising that, for ~Z = 20°,

more quantity was sucked off in flight than at standstill. Probably
in flight a slight negative pressure was produced at the exit of the
sucked-off air by the flow about fhe fuselage; thus, this negative
pressure somewhat increased the output.

The rate of climb was hardly influenced by the variation in suction
quantity, figure 83 @ for ~Z = 480 md ~ = 4200 rpn, a slight

decrease of the values may be observed. Tuft investigations showed
that the flow complete~ adheres at the flap deflected by 200 as soon
as ~ = 2000 rpm. The variation of the blower rp’between ~ = 2000

and ~ = 3000 for this flap angle Wd no measurable influence-

on the pitch. The curve already shown in figure 64 was obtained.
For ~Z = 35° and 4@, the pitch values shown in figures @+ and 85

resulted.

For the large landing flap deflections of 35° and 480, the lift
in the indicated range decreased if the rpm was reduced, figures %
and m. The influence of suction for the smallest blower rpm

‘easmed~ % = 2000, was of noteworthy magnitude for the Al 2, too.

The strong increase of the lift augmenting effect of suction for
the high blower rpmand ~ = 480 (fig. ~) was probably caused

.
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by the fact that the flow at the lmding flap only then started to

25

adhere more closely. As said before, complete afierence was not yet
attained for ~ . 4200 rpm. Nevertheless c% = 3.8; therewith

the value of c~ = 1.9 for the same operating condition wiiihout

suction is exactly doubled. A further increase to about c
%X=4

to 4.5 appears entirely feasible by a relatively small increase in
suction quanti~.

1

The dependence of the lift on the suction quantity is represented
in the figures 88, 89, and 90. For ~ = 20°, no measurable change

in rate of climb and pitch could.be determined in the range of rpm.
Thus the lift coefficient in the measured c

Q
range was cons-t.

Since the drop from these values to the test points without suction
was not determined, the probable variation was drawn in dashed lines.
For ~ = 35° wxt 480, there is rather god agreement between the

~osftk)n of the test Pohtrs without suction (CQ = 0) and the co~se of

the curves. The lift coefficient attained for the sane angle of
attack is, starting from approxhately CQ = 0.004, proportional to

the quanti~ coefficient.

The variation in suction quantity had no imfluence on the magnitude
of the longitudinal stability as one can see, for ~ = 48°, from

figures 91 and 92. The more blower rpm and, hence, suction quantity
increase, the more, for equal t@amicpressure, the elevator must be
pressed down. Thus in the high-lift range also, a considerable reserve
in elevator deflection was at disposal so that the elevator was
sufficient even for a location of the center of gravity further
toward the front.

s ummsrizing the flight-petiormance measurements on the AF 2,
figure 93, gives the polars of the airplane. The results of a teet
series with ~z = 35° and ~ = 4200 rpm for zero thrust are here

included. The course of the curves measured for zero thrust agrees
quite well with the parabola of the induced drag. The additional
drag, consisting of profile drag, drag of fuselage, landing-gear mutual .
interference and suction, was almost independent of the angle of attack.

IV. COMPARE30N OF THE FLIGWt’Performance OFAF 1, AF 2, ANDFi 156

.
It suggests itseti to incluclefor the comparison of the results

on the two airplanes with suction another airplane on which other
. means for lift increase have been used to a high degyee. The airplane “

Fi 156 (Fieseler-Storch) seems actually predestined for this purpose.
The order of magnitude of the three airplanes is almost the same. In
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the table on page 36 the numerical data for the Fi 156 are inserted.in
the last column: fuselage and tall surfaces of the Fi 156 were applied
without change to the AF 2.

In spite of all this, such a comparison involves certain dangers.
Thus, it is emphasized at this point that the purpose of the two
planes with suction was quite different from that of the Fi 156. The
Fieseler-Storch *S a general-purpose a“tiplanedesigned for the special
Use’of a liaison aircraft. I?robablyit would have been possible to
increase, for instance, for the Fi 156, tie attainable lifts somewhat
more, by attaching less importance to the flight characteristics. The
two airplanes with suction were used purely for testing purposes. It
was their purpose to investigate the problm of whether suction may
be used for lift increase in flight, too. Thus, it is completely
misleading to regard the airplanes with suction perhaps as competition
for the FI 156. ~ View of the eXpeIldit~e, suction probably can be
applied only for larger airplanes. The following comparisons are to
be understood with these reservations.

The flight performmces of the Fi 156 were Wken partly ‘f~m the
data of S. H8rner (reference 49), partly they stem from measurements
of’the author, which agree rather well with H6’rner’sresults. The
full-power tests are not suitable for comparison since the power
loadings of the three airplanes are too different. Only the pitch for
which the maximum lift values were attained with full power is
noteworthy. It was for the AF 1 % 13°, for the AF-2 x 16°, for
theFi 156x 3’70. The destiability of the small pitch value for high
lift and full power In large airplanes has been pointed out before.

The best comparison can be made for flight performances attained
with power off or zero thrust, respectively. The lifts here in
question were produced by the wing without interference by the
propeller. The measurement~ for the mexlmnm deflection of the landing
flaps in each case were taken as basis. The outer landing flaps
on the aileron were then deflected for the AF 1 by 400, for
the AF 2 by 330, and for the Fi 156 by 15°. Figure 94 shows a
comparison of the profiles of the three airplanes near the fuselage
on the same scale. Figure 95 gives the lift coefficient against the
angle of attack. The lifts of the AF 1 and AF 2 without suction were
bf about the same magnitude as that of the Fi 156. The lift increase
caused by turning-on of the suction was extraordinary. The better
performance of the AF 2, compared to the AF 1, stems to a small part
frcm the difference between power off (AF 1) and zero thrust (AF 2).
The maximum lift coefficient of the Fi 156 was larger by approx~tely
0.1 for zero thrust than wfth power off.

In flight, suction fully lived up to the expectations evoked by
the wind--tunnelte’sts;moreover, the AF 1 andAF 2 were first-test
planes which certainly do not yet represent the optimum. On the other

hand, with respect to application of slot and flap, the Fi 156 was,

.
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as it were, a final stage of the development. A considerable
improvement of the existhg Performances by means of these expedients
can no longer be expected.

V. GENIRAL CONSIDERATIONS

The application of suction

R~INGAEPLICATION OF SUCTION

research is still.in its beginnings,
although rather promising and important results start to evolve. -
Almost all existing reports of the literature enumerated.below
deal with investigation of the profile characteristics. So far
there exists only a small nwnber of publications about, for instance,
three-dimensional phenomena, influence of the suction-quanti~
distribution along the span, Investigation of a complete mcdel, model
tests regarding flight properties, etc.

If one decides to apply suction, he had better confine himself
with utiost accuracy to the data of the research institutes. It WOld.d.

be bold ’andabsurd to want to obtain successes with suction in flight,
for instice, with a profile of 13-percent thickness at a t~e when,
4 the laboratory, with much labor and after long and &Lfficult
test-, only for instance 17 percent has been reached (in the
mezmttie, good results were obtained in the wind tunnel for 12
percent). Tests of this type are certainly a priori condemned,to
complete failure. One should take to heart the utterance of
Professor Betz who @alt for many years with friction-layer and suction
problems: “According to au experiences made with friction-layer
matters, one always is too optimistic. For the most part, the methods
one has thought up cannot be realized at all; sometimes they yield a
small effect, smd only very rarely the results are in agreement with
one’s expectations” (reference 50). On the other hand.,pessimism is
entirefiJuncalled for, as the present flight tests prove.

The remodeling of existing airplanes Into planes with suction
appears inexpedient. Generally, one is forced to make too _
compromises. At any rate, fti success may be expected only whqn
application of suction with its special requirements has already been
taken into consideration in the design of the airplane. Flow losses
withti the suction arrangement have to be kept at a min3mum with the
greatest care. In this field, more can be accomplished.;even the
smallest increase in suction quantity produces an tiprovement in
performance. Thus, for instance, the sealing of the tiny slot
between wing and landing flap on the pressure side of the AF 2 produced
a quite noticeable effect.

a

The aileron problem still requires a considerable amount of work.
The Gropler aileron used for the AF 1 and AF 2 does not represent a ..
final solution. For full suction, it @ meet the requirements;
however, in slow flight without suction, its effect is insufficient.
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Neither will the object %e attained by
motions about the longitudinal axis by
suction quantity at the two wing tips.
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the suggestion to conlxrolthe
different throttling of the
First, this method.wil.lbe

affected by the deficiency of all aileron controls which operate with
lift interruption: the time lag of the rolling motion behind the contiol
deflection. In spite of ~eatest efforts, interrupter control has so
far not been fully developed. Second, the main difficulties do not
lie in aileron control with suction turned on, but Just in control at
suction stoppage. The ~unction of the aileron to the wing so as to
obtain proper suction in spite of freedom of deflection poses a s~ecial
constructive and aerodynamic problem. The task ie perhaps facilitated
if the air is not sucked off but blown out in the aileron region. Due
to the directional effect at disposal in blowing out in contrast to
sucking off, it is probably easier to maintain the flow at the aileron
unseparated for au deflections. In practice, one will, anyway, not
want to relinquish the ener~ contained in the sucked-off air, as has
already been pointed out. The related research work of W. Schwier
shows that as high, if not higher, lift values for eqwl quantities and
powers my be attained by blowing-out of air as by suction.

It will be possible to work on and to answer part of the still
unsolved tasks and problems with the AF 2. For the development of a
second wing, I have set up from a pilot’s and experimental-technical
point of

1.

2.

3.

4.

view, the followfng desired features and requirements:

Increase in wing loading

Improvement of aileron effectiveness

Attainment of stable conditions by more uniformly curved
wing contour

Increase of suction quantity

The increase in wing loading facilitate the test conditions, aside
from the fact that it complies with today’s trend of development.
The following data may serve as a measure for tie increase in wing
loading: a lift coefficient of Ca = 4 is to be attained for the speed
at which the present wing unit has the coefficient Ca = 3. The

higher dynamic pressure can be measured with less difficulty and more
accuracy. On the other hand, one has to reckon with an increase in
control effectiveness. The increase in aileron effect is
absolutely required in order to attain the high lifts, also for unsteady
weather conditions. Stable conditions must exist for attainment of
the actual performances of wing and suction in yracti.ce. The increase
in suction quantity may be realized by increase in blower power and
also by improvements of the flow conditions in wing and fuselage.

According to these suggestions, my collaborator, I. K. Grothey,
director of the construction group, designed a second wing for the AF 2,

I.

.
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figure 96. m
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the following ta%le, the numerical data for the now
existi~ and tested first wing unit and for the new design are compsred.
Nothing has been settled yet concerning the suction-technical aspect of
this d.esi~. Erom this point of view, it will have to be decided
whether it appears suitable and promising to construct such a wing.

Quantity

span
Wing area
Aspect ratio
Flying weight
Surface loading
Taper ratio
Ianding-flap chord
Aileron Chord

Dimension: Wing Unit I Wing Thit II

m 15.25 I-2.5
m2 24.1 18.2

9.65 8.6
kg 1350 1350
kg/m2 55 74

0.3 0.57
0.27 t
0.2’7 t

The
tests on

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

present report contains the experiences gathered through
two airplanes with suction. The measurements show that by

the first application of suction, high lifts were obtained never
before attainable by other means. At take-off, a large reduction of the
rolling distance srd the take-off speed was attained whereas the gain
in take-off distanc6 was insignificant for both airplanes. Certain
deficiencies in tie flight characteristics of both airp~es are minted
out; however, they were not caused by the application of suction.

Finally, tie answer is given concerning the problems (page 5)
which were to be clarified.by means of the airplanes with suction:

1. Suction during flight is extremely effective. By application
of suction, the lift coefficients of the wing without
propeller influence could be doubled compared.to the
xmudmum values so far.

2. The flight characteristics are not influenced unfavorably
by the suction; however, it will be necessary to scrutinize
the control effectiveness, in view of the mall dynamic
pressures obtainable by suction.

3. The sudden stop of suction was, in both airplanes, harmless
and did not produce say dangerous flight behavior.

4. A comparison of wind-tunnel results with flight-test values
exceeds the scope of the present report. Such a comparison
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is being made in a syecial report by the Boundsry-Layer Resesrch
Group of the Wind Tunnel Institute.

Tran@ated by Mary L. Mahler
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics

.
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0? gre.TM!y
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#
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.
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Figure 1.- Flow abouta circularcylinderwithoutsuction,initialstate.
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Figure 2.- Flow about a circular cylinder without suction, steady state.
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Figure 3.- Flow abouta circularcylinderwith suction,initialstate.

Figure4.- Flow abouta circularcylinderwith suction,steadystate.
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Figure 6.- .Three-viewdiagram oftheAF 1,originaldesign.
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Figure 7.- Wing oftheAF 1,originaldesign.



Profile near wing tip

Figure 8.- ProfileoftieAF 1.
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Figure 10.- AF 1,originaldesign.
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Figure 11.- AF 1,originaldesign.
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Figure 12.- AF l,landingflapsretracted.
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Figure 13. - AF 1,landingflapsfullydeflected.
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Origin-l design

F@ure14.- ReconstructionoftheAF Iprofilesectioninthe regionof
theouterlandingflap.
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Figure 17. - AF 1 after alteration
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Figure 18. - Arrangement for the tuft investigations.

Figure 19. - Installation of the “log” in front of the wing oftheAF 1.
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Figure 20.- RolJingdistanceoftheAF 1.
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Figure 21.- Liftcoefficientfortake-offoftheAF 1.

Figure 22. - Quantity coefficient for take-off of the AF 1 for full power of
blow er motor. ‘G = 2100.
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Figure 26.- PitchoftheAF 1 forfullpower.
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Figure 27.- LiftoftheAF 1 as a functionoftheangleofattack.
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Figure 28.- Polars oftheAF 1.
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Figure 29. - ElevatordeflectionoftheAF 1 forpower off.
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Figure 30. - ElevatordeflectionoftheAF 1 forfullpower.
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Figure 32. - SuctionquantityoftheAF ~1 for PK? = 45° and Power off.
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Figure 33. - Rprrt of theidlingaircraftengineoftheAF 1.
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Figure 34.- Rate ofclimb oftheAF 1 forvarioussuctionquantities,
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Figure 37. - Lift coefficientoftheAF 1 as a functionofthequantitycoefficient,
~KZ = 45°,power off.
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Figure 38. - ElevatordeflectionoftheAF 1 forvarioussuctionquantities,

‘Kt = 45°,power off.
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Figure 39.- LiftcoefficientoftheAF 1 as a functionoftheelevatordeflection
forvarioussuctionquantities,gKZ = 450,power off.
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Figure 43. - Suctionarrangement oftheAF 2.
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Figure 47.- AF Z,landingflaps deflected.
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Figure 50.- RollingdistanceoftheAF 2.
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Figure 54.- Advance ratioofthepropellerfor zero thrust.
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Figure 55. - Rate ofclimb of the Al? 2 without suction.
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Figure 56. - FitchoftheAF 2 withoutsuctionforzero thrust.
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Figure 57.- FitchoftheAF 2 withoutsuctionforfullpower.
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Figure 58. - Lift of the AF 2.without suction.



Figure 59. - Relationbetween stabilizerand elevatordeflectionoftheAF 2.
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Figure 60.- ElevatordeflectionoftheAF 2 withoutsuctionfor zero thrust.

Figure 61. - Elevator deflection of the AF 2 without suction for full power.
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Figure 64. - Pitch of the AF S2for zero thrustwith suction,n~ = 3000 rpm.

Figure 65. - Pitch of theAF 2 forfullpower with suction,~ = WOO rpm.
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Figure 66. - Lift coefficients of the AF 2 with suction, ~ = mm rpm.
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Figure 74. - Pitch of the AF 2 for zero thrust.
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Figure ’76.- LiftoftheAF Zfor zero thrust.
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Figure 77. - LHtof theAF 2forfullpuwer.
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Figure 78.- LiftoftheAF 2 as a functionoftheelevatordeflectionfor
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Figure,79. - Lift of theAF 2 as a functionofthe elevatordeflectionfor
fullpower.
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Figure 80.- SuctionquantityoftheAF 2 forvariousblower rpm.

Figure 81.- QuantitycoefficientoftheAF 2, ~KL = 20° and 35°,

zero thrust.
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Figure 82. - QuantitycoeHicientoftheAl? 2, p~z = 48°, zero th~t.

Figure 83. - Rate of climb of the AF 2 for zero thrust.
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Figure 85.: Fitch of theAF 2 forvarioussuctionquantities,~Kz = 48°,
zero thxust.
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Figure 86.- Eft of the AF 2 for various suction q~ntities, ~KL = 35°,
zero thrust.
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Figure 88.- Lift of the AF 2 as a functionofthe
zero thrust.
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Figure 89.- LiftoftheAF2 asa function of the suction quantity, /3KZ = 35°,
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Figure 92.- LiftoftheAF 2 as a functionoftheelevatordeflectionforvarious
suctionquantities,~K~ = 48°,zero thrust.
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Figure 93.- Polars oftheAF 2.
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Figure 96.- Design ofa secondwing fortheAF 2.
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